infinite internet encyclopedia of philosophy - informally expressed any infinite set can be matched up to a part of itself so the whole is equivalent to a part this is a surprising definition because before this definition was adopted the idea that actually infinite wholes are equinumerous with some of their parts was taken as clear evidence that the concept of actual infinity is inherently paradoxical, lama govinda tibetan buddhism akasa space prana motion - lama govinda discussion of the metaphysics philosophy of buddhist lama anagarika govinda tantric tibetan buddhism religion all is one akasa space and dynamic prana motion pictures quote quotes quotations lama anagarika govinda, immanuel kant stanford encyclopedia of philosophy - immanuel kant 1724 1804 is the central figure in modern philosophy he synthesized early modern rationalism and empiricism set the terms for much of nineteenth and twentieth century philosophy and continues to exercise a significant influence today in metaphysics epistemology ethics political philosophy aesthetics and other fields, infinity is a beautiful concept and it s ruining physics - i was seduced by infinity at an early age georg cantor s diagonality proof that some infinities are bigger than others mesmerized me and his infinite hierarchy of infinities blew my mind, human knowledge foundations and limits - fideisms judaism is the semitic monotheistic fideist religion based on the old testament s 1000 600 bce rules for the worship of yahweh by his chosen people the children of abraham s son isaac c1800 bce zoroastrianism is the persian monotheistic fideist religion founded by zarathustra c628 c551 bce and which teaches that good must be chosen over evil in order to achieve salvation, infinity time death and thought ivanhoe chaput - infinity time death and thought ivanhoe chaput on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers we experience time in the form of one event after another science is still grappling with the enigma of time they can tell you what time it is, descartes rene
internet encyclopedia of philosophy - ren descartes 1596 1650 ren descartes is often credited with being the father of modern philosophy this title is justified due both to his break with the traditional scholastic aristotelian philosophy prevalent at his time and to his development and promotion of the new mechanistic sciences, the contingency argument for god strange notions - written by dr peter kreeft dr peter kreeft is a professor of philosophy at boston college and a noted catholic apologist and philosopher he is a convert to the catholic church from reformed protestantism, the mind as the software of the brain by ned block - the mind as the software of the brain ned block new york university 1 machine intelligence 2 intelligence and intentionality 3 functionalism and the language of thought 4 searle s chinese room argument, the theory of parallel universes is not just maths it is - a problem or some would say a feature of string theory is that there are many ways of doing this compactification 10 500 possibilities is one number usually touted about each of these, arguments for the existence of god mb soft - arguments for the existence of god advanced information the arguments for the existence of god constitute one of the finest attempts of the human mind to break out of the world and go beyond the sensible or phenomenal realm of experience, overcoming serious indecisiveness home ubalt edu - decisions are the heart of success and at times there are critical moments when they can be difficult perplexing and nerve racking this side provides useful and practical guidance for making efficient and effective decisions in both public and private life, college of inner awareness metaphysical studies and - the primary purpose of the college of inner awareness metaphysical studies and spiritual studies is to train and educate prospective leaders for metaphysical ministries and schools through distant learning or on campus training, the secret doctrine phx ult lodge - the secret doctrine the synthesis of science religion and philosophy by h p blavatsky author of isis unveiled there is no religion higher than truth, knight of the sun or prince adept internet sacred text - p 581 xxviii knight of the sun or prince adept god is the author of everything that existeth the eternal the supreme the living and awful being from whom nothing in the universe is hidden, amazon com searching for stars on an island in maine - science needs its poets and alan lightman is the perfect amalgam of scientist and humanist and his latest book searching for stars on an island in maine is an elegant and moving paean to our spiritual quest for meaning in an age of science michael shermer the new york times book review lightman is to be admired for his willingness to take off his scientist s hat and, the symptom 11 jacques lacan lacan dot com - author s bio author s bio translated by asunci n alvarez the article was first dictated in buenos aires and published by the freudian field the year 1983